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Data analysis 

 Regressions 
 Influence of happiness on likes of photos 
 Finding: Happiness has social component- higher levels of 

happiness receive more likes 
 Influence of day of week on level of happiness 
 Finding: Happiness increases with each day of the week, 

peaking on Saturday 

 Word Cloud & Frequency 
 Separated comments by happiness levels 1+2 and 9+10 
 Looked at frequency of key words and qualitative look at 

word clouds for words with largest impact 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Performed regression analysis in two ways:1) Whether or not a photo was liked (dependent) on happiness level (independent)Found that photos that had higher happiness had a higher chance of being liked (statistically significant)Takeaway: Happiness is social and people within social network derive pleasure from/like your own happy moments2) Happiness level (dependent) on day of the week (independent)To see whether happiness levels changed throughout the weekYes!  They increase as the week progresses Word Cloud/Word FrequencyCreated 2 separate word clouds for 1&2 levels and 9&10 levelsDrew themes from these words that have implications for company level and brand level happiness



Data analysis continued… 

 Average Happiness levels 
 Daily happiness levels for each day of the week 
 Finding: Happiness increases throughout the week with 

Monday and Tuesday being low points 
 Daily happiness over time (3 months) 
 Finding: Confirmed above that happiness lowest at 

beginning of weeks as seen by large drops in average 
happiness levels 

 Qualitative image assessment  
 Identified themes from random images of 1+2 & 

9+10 levels of happiness 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looked at average happiness levels for each day of the weekConfirmed regression analysis that happiness levels increase throughout the weekLooked at average happiness levels over a 3 month period for each dayAlso confirmed regression and average happiness level findingsQualitative assessment of random images to pull themes 



Analysis is relevant to companies and 
brands 
These findings were applied to the following prompts: 

1. Identify three key elements in designing a happy company for 
employees 

2. Identify three key elements to meet the needs of our customers 

 

Nike Air Jordan Brand 

 Footwear and apparel brand under Nike 

 Primarily basketball with large lifestyle following for non-
performance customers 

 Sponsors current athletes including football, baseball, basketball 
and college basketball teams 



First finding: Happiness is social 

 Regression of whether or not a photo was liked on 
level of happiness 
 Result: 1 level increase in happiness results in .048 of a 

like…in other words, higher levels of happiness result in 
more likes 

 Brand impact 
 There is a social component to a customer’s happiness 
 Improving one customer’s happiness could effect their 

social circle 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regression was run to determine if a photo had a higher chance of being liked because it had a higher happiness ratingResult was YES…photos with higher happiness ratings are more likely to be liked by friends…and it was statistically significantThe impact for the Jordan brand is that customers’ level of happiness can influence other customersImpacting one customer can impact many moreEncouraging customers to share their happy moments with the Jordan brand could have an impact on othersAt the company level, having an internal social network to share happy moments across the company could impact other employees’ happiness



Source: http://missunderstoodgenius.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/mondaybreakup.jpg 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Anecdotally…everyone knows that the beginning of the week is depressing.  Most can sympathize with the feeling that Sunday nights are depressing since you know you have to go to work the next day.



Monday blues are real 

Daily happiness increases throughout the week with 
the exception of Friday (potentially small sample 
size). 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So I set out to statistically measure if that was true…and it is!Average happiness levels are lower at the beginning of the week.There are implications for the Jordan brand and for creating a happy company which are explained later in the presentation



…this holds true over time 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Monday blues were confirmed over time too…Large drops in happiness correspond with starts of week throughout the 3 month periodThis confirms the previous data that happiness increases throughout the weekSet point is approximately 8/10, meaning people start out lower and rise to an 8 throughout the weekRegression results showed that each additional day of the week improved happiness by .1



Word cloud for levels 1&2 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we know when happiness levels are at their highest…I set out to see what themes and topics made people the most happy/unhappyPulled comments from levels 1&2 to create a word cloud…key themes were:Obstacles to destinationsParking, late, arriving, delayed, timeSuggests that level of happiness once reach destination can be lowered if the act of getting there is unpleasantBrand implication- make it easy for customers to get to the store, i.e. easy logistics and transportationEarly morningsAlarm, coffee, philzMake mornings fun at work- ice breaker activities to start the dayEncourage social interactions at the beginning of the day to get employees off to a good startFor Jordan brand, early morning releases may not be the best time to release a shoeCustomers are at a lower happiness scale and may enjoy the experience more if it were a midnight releaseLonelySocial interaction is key- develop communities for Jordan enthusiasts to share their passion and encourage social interactions at the employee level to develop meaningful relationshipsAnxiousRelieve anxiety for Jordan customers by giving them a way to reserve their spot in line or a specific shoe/sizeEncourage transparency within a company so that employees are not anxious about the company’s performance or future



Word cloud for levels 9&10 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Group association is very importantFeeling of belonging, social connection is evident via stanfordsloan tagJordan customers should be able to associate themselves with JordanNewNew starts (morning), new products and experiences are positively associated with happiness (even if temporary)Jordan fans will come to the store for new products and to uplift their happinessDay/Light/MorningHappiness is associated with sunshine and daytime experiencesHold store events throughout the day on weekends so Jordan fans are at their peak happiness throughout the dayFood/breakfastFood brings comfort and happinessMake line experience better for Jordan fans by providing food and comforts such as umbrellas if its raining Apple offers this to its fans that line up for iPhonesLoveSocial connection is positively associated with happinessCannot expect Jordan fans to love each other but fostering a community will improve the social connection between Jordan fans



Loneliness 

Losing & lack of success 

Uninspired 

Tired and lazy 

Physical pain 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Random selection of photos from happiness levels 1-2 picked at randomOrange boxes are elements of photos that contribute to unhappinessLoneliness- lack of social connection or feeling a part of a group was evidentBrand impact- feeling of belonging + being part of the crowd important to Jordan followersLosing + lack of success- Jordan brand is about achievement and opportunityLack of success is associated with lower happiness levels so must emphasize opportunity, achievement and success in brand Uninspired/Tired & LazyJordan was known for working hard and performing- the opposite of this is laziness and lacking motivation which are associated with unhappy momentsJordan brand should be associated with inspiring individuals to work hard and achieve their dreams



Aspirational Social connection 

Excitement 

Sensory experiences 

Freedom 

No rules or limits 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are photos and elements from happiness levels 9+10 chosen at randomSocial connectionJordan fanatics need to feel apart of the lifestyle Social connection is positively associated with happiness so making Jordan fans feel part of the Jordan community and lifestyle is importantFreedom/No rulesJordan fans purchase shoes and apparel to feel like they can break out of their lives and achieve their dreamsExcitementJordan brand builds anticipation and excitement for each release which is positively associated with happiness AspirationalJordan fans and young basketball players look up to Jordan as a basketball godMuch like individuals aspire to live in the image of a deity or their teachings Sensory experiencesFor the Jordan brand, this could mean giving customers the feeling of flight or the ability to jump like JordanMark Madsen notes that one of his most vivid memories is putting his hand in a concrete replica of Jordan’s to feel the difference in size



Optimizing happiness for your employees 

Creating and designing a company 



1. Create meaningful social interactions 

 Relevant finding: Happiness is social 
 Create opportunities for individuals to interact and spread their 

happiness throughout the company 
 Train employees to create personal connections at work 
 Systematic and spontaneous interactions through open office 

design and regular group activities such as daily exercise breaks 

 Suggested improvement: Hire for cultural fit 
 Strong association between happiness at work and working with 

individuals that you like 
 Hire likeminded individuals that adhere to company culture 
 e.g. Zappos pays their employees to leave after 2 weeks if they don’t 

feel they fit 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Happiness can be spread throughout the companyCreate opportunities for individuals to interactSocial interaction is positively associated with happinessSocial interaction can help happiness spread throughout and be reinforcedCultural fitEmployees want to work with people they likeHire for individuals that seek the same and will reinforce a positive culture 



Zappos’ unique work environment and 
zany culture 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Employment application is unconventional and helps weed out non-cultural fitsZappos also pays its employees to leave if they don’t feel they fit in after 2 weeksWork environment is designed to be open and encourage social interactions



2. Winning team on an inspired mission 

 Relevant findings: 
 Instagram photos showed that social interactions were positively correlated 

with happiness 
 Word cloud showed that belonging to a group or team is crucial to 

happiness levels 
 Picture collage showed that aspirational photos are positively correlated 

with happiness 

 Suggested improvements: 
 Team building exercises to reinforce that employees are there for each 

other 
 Brainstorm with employees to develop company’s purpose and higher 

mission (Whole Foods CEO, John Mackey) 
 Develop a company mission to inspire employees to achieve a dream or 

aspire to impact something bigger than themselves 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Findings show that people are most happy when they feel connected to a group and are on a teamDevelop a team feeling through team building exercises that bring employees from across the company togetherGive employees a stake in their company’s mission by asking them to help develop itMake sure the end mission is aspirational and inspires employees to achieve something bigger than themselves



Whole Foods’ inspired mission… 

Source: http://farm1.staticflickr.com/46/139079299_3dd405bfcb_o.jpg 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Employee happiness is an integral part of Whole Foods’ business model and missionThere is a human capital and financial reward for improving employee and subsequently customer happiness (lower turnover, happier customers and thus bigger profits)



3. Unexpected moments of happiness 

 Relevant findings: 
 Happiness lowest at beginning of week 
 Happiness fades quickly as we achieve it 
 e.g. Happiness above 8 on Sat, near 6 on Mon 

 Suggested improvement: Create moments of 
spontaneous happiness 
 Schedule off sites or team building activities at beginning of 

week 
 Announce end of week activity at beginning of week to 

build anticipation and give employees something to look 
forward to 
 e.g. Company wide ping pong tournament with winner receiving a 

fun prize  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Break up the monotony of Mondays with random surprises Create opportunities to distract employees from Mondays and Tuesdays by giving them something to look forward to at the end of the week



Creating a happy brand experience that meets 
the needs of Jordan customers 

Jordan brand implications 



1. Create a Jordan community 

 Relevant findings: 
 Happiness positively associated with social interactions and 

connectedness 
 Happiness is social- a happy customer can impact others 

 Create events to bring together Jordan enthusiasts 
 Host store events that celebrate the brand and allow 

customers to connect with each other, store employees and 
Jordan history 

 Social contests for customers to share their 
interactions with Jordan brands 
 Leverages on customer’s positive experience to improve 

happiness of other customers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People want to feel connected to a community and to their brandStore events that bring together local Jordan communities allows for social interactions and for customers to connect with the brand beyond just a transactionCustomers can live and be apart of the brand- rather than just collect shoes and show off These events are scalable via social networkingSocial networking contests create an opportunity for customers to share their happy experiences These happy experiences influence other customers and have a network effect on Jordan’s customer base



Reinvent lines on release dates 

“I’ve woken up at 5am on a Saturday to get a pair.”- Anthony Brown, Stanford Basketball Player  

Source: http://www.tellusdetroit.com/national/images/air%20jordan%20shoe%20lines%20471-122411.jpg 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An example of these activities is to reinvent the line to wait for a new release…this improves the experience during shoe releasesCustomers complain of long waits, waking up early and cramped conditions Opportunity to make these events about social connection and a community rather than a transactione.g. Apple fans coordinate online to get together for lines and release of new products



Apple fan boys and Jordan hypebeasts 

Apple 
reinvents the 
line with a 
celebration of 
dedicated 
customers.  
Jordan has 
this fan base 
and a similar 
opportunity. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Apple does this very wellLines and new product releases are a celebration of the brand, the devoted customer and the store teamApple cheers its dedicated customers who have waited in long linesCustomers also interact with each other while in line and share their enthusiasm for the brandApple makes the wait comfortable by leading cheers and making sure customers are well fed and well protected from the weatherHypebeasts are the Jordan equivalent of Apple fan boys…Jordan can learn from Apple’s approach to its most dedicated customers



2. Anticipation 

 Relevant findings: 
 Anticipation can provide as much happiness as the 

event itself 
 Excitement build up is a key component of happiness 

 Pre-release events to build anticipation 

 Visit stores for sneak peeks of new products 

 Release teaser images via social media to build 
anticipation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Class lecture demonstrated that the anticipation for an event can bring as much or more happiness than the event itselfJordan has an opportunity to build up this anticipation through…Pre- release events that bring customers to the store to learn more about the upcoming releaseSneak peeks and teaser images to get customers excited about what is coming



Automakers tease cars to build 
excitement 

Source: http://www.blogcdn.com/green.autoblog.com/media/2012/01/tesla-model-x-tease-628.jpg 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Automakers like BMW have a similar enthusiast fan base that feeds off of teaser imagesAutomakers leak images of vehicles before they are ready to enthusiasts forums to build anticipationEnthusiasts revel in the excitement and anticipation of a new model Some enthusiasts go so far as to photoshop teaser photos to create renders of the actual modelJordan fans are just as dedicated- they know release dates several months in advance and would benefit from a similar experience



3. Aspiration and opportunity 

 Relevant findings: 
 Happiness is correlated with aspiration and opportunity 
 Individuals who feel free and without limits are overall 

happier 
 Leverage Jordan’s story of hard work and success to 

inspire fan base 
 Images of Jordan training and leaping on the court 

throughout the store to emphasize the positive aspects of his 
story 

 Community outreach events that are sponsored by Jordan to 
give young individuals a chance at succeeding  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jordan fans purchase the products to live a life in the image of Jordan himselfThis image is one of hard work, achievement and breaking barriersEmphasizing this part of Jordan’s history would tap customer’s need to be inspired and aspire to live in Jordan’s imageInspiration, aspiration and opportunity are also elements of happiness 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are few shoe brands in the world where its customers kiss the soles Jordan has been supported by its fans for many years, despite hard to get products and subpar retail experiencesThe brand has an opportunity to use these finds to reinvent the Jordan retail experience and honor its fans and the brand in the process
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